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MISSION & VISION

IFGICT is a not for profit registered federation in US as a certified Service Provider for the provision of consultancy, training and implementation of efficient technology in the information and communication technology sector.

Our Mission

• To advance the capacity development profession by developing ICT standard for profession and validating individuals come across those standards through evaluation and recognition.

• To award internationally recognized, most excellent credentials for ICT and business technology development professionals wide-reaching.
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These audit objectives include assuring compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, as well as the confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

ICT Standard Audit provides an organization/company with the needed assurance that their Information systems are compliant with IFGICT’s best practice ICT guidelines.

ICT audit objectives focus on substantiating that the internal controls exist and are functioning as expected to minimize business risk along with given KPIs.

These audit objectives include assuring compliance with legal and regulatory requirements, as well as the confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
With so many communities talking about sustainability, ICT standard by IFGICT carry much-desired precision to the discussion. ICT Standard by IFGICT helps lots of companies/organizations in becoming more aware that their clients require a guarantee that the products and services they are looking to acquire will meet their quality requirements.

ICT Standard by IFGICT used by organizations that allow them to achieve coherent quality management towards ICT. This, in turn, helps form satisfied employees and consumers, as well as continual improvement.
IFGICT Standards based IMS / EMS

For Org. / Companies Seeking to Secure their Infrastructure

For Org. / Companies Infrastructure / Data Centers

* Each standard based on diagnostic and compliance processes, the IMS “Internal Management System” or EMS “Environment Management System” applied for Green ICT Standard ONLY

For Org. / Companies Seeking To become Green Tech

For Org. / Companies Seeking To apply HIPAA Standard
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Understanding IFGICT Standards Processes

Basic Procedures to Become Quality Certified by the IFGICT

1. IMS Documentations & Diagnostics
2. Audit, Compliance & Checklist
3. Final Report & Quality Certification
The ICT Audit is conducted as part of the wider accreditation process by the IFGICT. The aim of an ICT audit is to review the information system architecture (including the KPI documentations), assess the actual implementation and effectiveness of controls for a system and to report on any observed operational risks relating to the operation of the system to the certification.
Challenges

As an employer you must be conscious of the importance of hiring a well trained and certified candidate. In this era of increasing competition, it has become an ordinary incident of scam, where candidates present credentials which are not provable. However, as an employer you only want to hire an employee with valid training.

Solving the Issue

Provide official recognition services to training providers and companies that are not occupied in proper education or training.
The certification process is very effortless and direct:

- Training provider decides what courses want to submit for validation.
- Training provider submit course material and exam model.
- IFGICT Technical committee will audit and evaluate course content.
- IFGICT will approve and recognize the course content.
- IFGICT will provide a validation registration number for online verification for each candidate with IFGICT Certification.
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World’s largest ICT Summit Conference
“ISCICT.org”

ISCICT gather all public, private and civil society organizations from across the humanitarian and international development community.
ISCICT Summit Audience is made up of:

- CEO/Managing Directors
- Executives
- CIO/IT Directors
- CFO/Finance Directors
- Managers /Network Administrators
- Development and Operational Teams
- SMME'S
- Researchers & Academics
The ICT Award of Excellence by the IFGICT aims at recognizing and promoting exceptional ICT inventions and applications, by this means encouraging innovation and quality between world’s ICT talents, companies and government sectors.
Strategic IT Professional Certification

Strategic IT Professional (SITP) is an award granted to members of the IFGICT who have made “extraordinary accomplishments” in the ICT fields of interest.

Strategic IT Professional is built to address only top ICT experts. **No course material, No exam** but candidate need to solve IT complex case and go for interview with IFGICT committee before awarded *Strategic IT Professional*
Green IT Professional Certification

Fortune 500 companies recruiters are on the lookout for Green IT Professionals. IT managers, IT engineers & IT specialist who are holding the Green IT Professional certification are essential assets to organizations today in order to manage Green IT departments and sustain the IT developed Green IT strategy.

GITP Book
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS MANAGER CERTIFICATION (SDGM)

The IFGICT SDGM Certificate is international recognition of consulting capacities, implementation, compliance and other work related to these Sustainable Development Goals.

These SDGs are a global sustainable governance initiative of United Nations for the entire planet, and as such, their treatment requires specific knowledge that IFGICT credits with the SDGM.

SDGM Book
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FORECAST RESEARCH REPORTS

IFGICT willing to provide solid ICT statistical research report to industries
IFGICT activities worldwide

76% Male Members
24% Female Members

- **United States**: 68% Workshops
- **Latin America**: 56% Workshops, Trainings
- **Australia**: 42% Trainings
- **Asia & Africa**: 87% Workshops, Trainings
- **Europe**: 68% ISCICT Summit
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Join us and make a DIFFERENCE!

IFGICT.org